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This paper is devoted to a study of the cohomology groups of the ^-fold
symmetric product SP^(X) of a finite simplicial complex X ,  where ^ = 1 ,2 ,---- .
Our main success is as follows.
Since points of SP^(X) are represented by unordered sets {Xi, X2, ----, Xn}
with Xi^X,  we shall define an into-homeomorphism SP^ ^ { X ) SP^(X) by
{Xi, X2, ' ' ' ,  Xfn} =  {Xi A?2, • “ ‘ where m ^ n  and 5^* is a base ponit
of X.  Let G be any coefficient group for cohomology groups, and consider for 
any q the homomorphism W{SP,,{X)] G)->W[SPJX)' ,  G) induced by 
We have then the following which is an extension of the result due to S. D. 
Liao [6] : The homomorphism has the right inverse, to be denoted by 
(i.e. /x,,,,;,=the identity isomorphism of H^(SP„,{X), G)), and therefore it 
follows that is an onto-homomorphism, and that W (SP ^iX) ] G) has a sub­
group isomorphic with H^[SP^[X)‘, G) for any The construction of the 
homomorphism is based on a theorem stated as follows : Denote by SP,(X) 
a space which is obtained from SP^^{X) by identifying the image of a
m
point, then we have that H^{SP„^(X); G) is isomorphic with the direct sum X! 
H^{SPi{X); G). We call SPn(X) the reduced n-fold symmetric product of X.
Next, assuming that X  is homologically (r—I)-connected*  ^ we study the 
integral cohomology group of SP,^(X). For this purpose we utilize the Cartan-Leray 
spectral sequence of regular finite covering [2, 3]. As a result, we obtain that 
the homomorphism W ( S P n ( X ) ) ( S P n - ^ ( X ) )  is isomorphic into for q ^
r-\-l if n ' = l ,  and for ^^M in ( r^n'—2, 2 f+ l) if n'>ly  where n =  2^pJ(e^0, n ' : 
odd). This gives especially that ( S P n ( X ) ) ( X )  for q:^r+\ .
We have calculated in [7] the cohomology of the 2- or 3-fold symmetric 
product of an r-sphere S \  At the present paper, some of the results stated 
there will be again proved by a different method from the preceding. We show 
also that H^'^\SPn(S^))=:0 for r^ 3  and
I. Special cohomology groups
Consider a connected, finite simplicial complex X.  We denote by
)^ The space Y  is said to be homologically (r — l)-connected if the integral homology 
groups Hq{ Y)  =  O for 0 < q < r  and the reduced hom ology group =   ^ simply
connected space Y  is hom ologically (r—l)-connected, then Y  is (r—l)-connected in the 
usual sense.
Pn{XY^ [ n ^ l )
the ^-fold cartesian product of X.  As usual, points of are represented by 
ordered sets
Suppose now that X  is ordered. Then a natural simplicial decomposition of P^
is introduced as follows [4, 6] : A point w={%x,%2y ---- , a;J  is a vertex of the
simplicial decomposition if and only if each %i is a vertex Vi of X] Different
(^+1) vertices =  {Voi , Vo2, ........>^ on), =  (t^ n, ----- ------------- {Vg^ ,v^^,
---- ,Vqn) form a ^-dimensional simplex if and only if, for each k = l , 2 , ----- , n,
(q+l) vertices Voj.,Vik,---- ,Vqk are contained in a simplex of X  and it holds that
VoJi'^Vik^----^Vqk with respect to the order <  in X.  Throughout this paper,
Pn will be always considered with this decomposition.
Denote by
the symmetric group of the letter 1 ,2 ,---- ,n .  Each yields a transfor­
mation
a : Pn->Pn
defined by
X i , - - - - ,  x ^) =  {x m , ^»(2), • ■ • •, x ^m ).
Therefore may be regarded as a transformation group acting on P^. The 
orbit space 0(P^; ove ; P,„ relative to @^ 2) jg called the n-fold symmetric 
product of X ,  and is denoted by
SPn\XY^
in the present paper. Write
CPn • Pn'-^^Pn 
for the identification map, and put
X2, • • • •, X^y =  fP n{X i , X2, • • • •, Xn)-  
Then points of SPn are represented by unordered sets {Xi, X2, ---- , x^} with
As is noted in [6], every transformation a : Pn-> P^(ae@^) is simplicial, and 
if a simplex of Pn is mapped onto itself by a then it remains point-wise fixed 
under a. Therefore it follows easily that the identification map <pn carries the 
simplicial decomposition of P^ naturally to a cellular decomposition of SP„.®^
1) For the sake of brevity, X  in this notation will be usually om itted if there is no 
confusion.
2) Let y  be a HausdorfE space on which a group r  acts. Then the orbit space 
0(Y;  r )  over Y  relative to F is defined as a space obtained from Y by identifying each  
point y ^ Y  w ith its image 7{y){7^r).
3) As is shown by simple examples, does not necessarily produce a sim plicial 
decom position of SP.^. However, if we consider the first barycentric subdivision of P„, 
this is carried by 9>y, to a simplicial decomposition of SP^, being a subdivision of the  
cellular decom position of SP^  mentioned above.
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In the following, we consider always SP^ as such a cell complex. Obviously (p^  
is both proper and cellular^ ^  Therefore defines a unique cochain homomor­
phism
cp t : C^(SP,; G) G)
for each 1 , 2, ---- , and for any coefficient group G.
For each the transformation a : is simplicial, so that the
cochain homomorphism
: a{P^; G) C^(P, ;G) 
can be defined. Therefore it follows that [P^ ] G) may be regarded as an ©,r 
group by defining ol{c)=ol’^ {c) c^C^(P^; G)). Consider the subgroup
a{Pn:
of C^{P.y^ ] G). Then it is easily verified that the coboundary homomorphism 8 
maps C^(Pn’, G)^n into C^+ (^P ;^ G)^n. Thus we have a cochain complex 
-------^  C«(P,; C»+i(P„; ,
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whose cohomology group is denoted by
C).
Since it is easily seen that the cochain map cp  ^ yields an isomorphism of C^(SP„; 
G) onto C^ (Pm) G)^n, the following is obvious.
P roposition  (I. I). We have
: m{SP^^ G),
where is the homomorphism induced hy q>^ .
Take from X  a vertex which is used as the base point. Let m and n 
(m^n)  be integers, and consider a continuous map
fm ,n  ' P m
defined by
fm ,n  (^l> ’ ’ ' '} ^fn) ~  ^2> ’ * * * > * * * *, ■3«').
Then is a simplicial map. Given define by
(1 , 2, ---- ,n) = (a(l), a(2) , -----, a(m), m + 1 , -----,n).
Obviously we have
fm ,n  ~  fm ,n
and so
for the cochain homomorphism [P^ ] G) C‘?(P, ;^ G) induced by It
follows from this that yields a cochain homomorphism
n y . O [ P „ - ,  G)s«_C^(P„;  G)®», 
and so a homomorphism
4) W e use here the termmologies * cellular decomposition, cell complex and proper  
m a p ’ in the sense of the book of Steenrod [9].
5) Let 5  be a ^-group, then we denote by the subgroup of B  which consists 
of all h ^ B  for which X(h)^h for all
G).
Define a continuous map
by
Then is both proper and cellular, and further
*Pnfm ,n —  n <Pr,r
Therefore we can consider the cochain homomorphism : C^{SP^; 
G), and it follows that
/ >6< j$< ^ ^  
m,n ^m,n'
Thus the commutativity holds in the diagram :
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(I. 2)
Hs
W{SP„) G) > W{SP^-, G)
9mcpn ru
W{P,,\^„-, G ) ^ H ^ { P ; j ® „ -  G)
Write (Pn(X), P'^{X))^^ for the n-fold cartesian product of {X, :
(I. 3) (P„ P,) == (Z, ,.)X . . . .  X(X,
Obviously is a subcomplex of P^, consisting of all points {Xi> %2, ......... ,
such that Xi = 'ir for some 7 =  1 ,2 , ......... , n. Therefore P ^ is  a subcomplex
invariant under so that, for each the cochain homomorphism may
be regarded as also a cochain homomorphism of { P P^; G) onto itself. Thus, 
by the way similar to defining H^[Pr,\^nl G), we can define the cohomologj^ group
iJ^ ((P „P ,)10,; G)
from the cochain complex
--------- h c % P „ .  P '„ - ,G )^u ^O *\P „ , p;: . . . .
Write
SP ' j jY^
for the image of P'J^X) by Then it follows that SP'^ is a subcomplex of 
5P^, and is the orbit space 0(P^; G^ ).^  ^ Therefore the cochain homomorphism 
cp  ^ maps C^[SPn, SP'^\ G) isomorphically onto C^(P^,P\;, G)^n, so that we have 
the proposition similar to (I. I) :
P roposition  (I. 4). It holds that
: H^{SP,, SP',-, G) ^  m{[P, ,  P„) 1©„; G) 
for the homomorphism induced by cp .^
The following is trivial.
Lemma (I. 5). The map Ln-i,n (^^1) ^ homeomorphism of S P onto 
SP'^, where we make a convention: SPq~^ /^ .
Let y j : C^ {Pn, P„; G)->C^{P^\ G) be the cochain homomorphism induced by 
the inclusion map : P^~>(P^, P„). Then maps C^(P, P^; w into C^(P^;
G)^n, and hence it defines a homomorphism
G) ^ I G).
I t is obvious that the commutativity holds in the diagram :
(1.6) W {S P „,  SP„; Gj ^  H"iSP„: G)
-P
G ) 1 ^ W { P ,  G)
where is the homomorphism induced by the inclusion map jn : SP^ [SPn,
SPnY
2. The right inverse of
Let m and n be positive integers such that m ^ n .  We call then {n] m)-array
each ordered set i^,---- , in) of mutually distinct m integers ^ n ,  If an [n] m)-
array (i ,^ ---- , satisfies a condition : ii<i<^<-----<im> it is said to be normal.
Given an [n\ w)-array ----  ^^ m ) is associated with a continuous map
{X)
defined by
^ h ,  ^2, • • = {^h, • • • •> OCiJ.
If ---- are vertices contained in a simplex of P^, then
obviously verticcs contained in a single 
simplex of P,,,. Therefore '^^1,^ 2, . . . . , is a simplicial map, so that it induces the 
cochain homomorphism
....G ) ^ 0 [ P , : .  G).
Define now a cochain homomorphism
: CHP„, G) C^{P„; G)
b y
....
the sum being taken over all normal [n] w)-arraies ---- , v)* Since it is
obvious that
p'^h.is,  =  '^^(n),p(»a),.....3(i„)
we have
for each cochain c^C^(P^; G)^m. Thus it follows that
where 2 ' denotes the summation extended over all (n] w)-arraies ---- ,^m)-(n;m)
Since
h , ---, a{i2) ---, ^  y
it follows further that
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.......<.w
i^m) ml ---
W-
This means that W,^^ J^c) G)^n if c G C^ {Pm', G)'^m, Thus yields a
cochain homomorphism
^ m,n • C^ {Pm'y C"^ {Pn> G)^n,
and hence a homomorphism
G).
Write
(2. I) cp^r. : G) ^  W{SP,,; G),
Trivially we obtain
Lemma (2. 2}. is the identity isomorphism.
Consider the commutative diagram :
m { s p ' , ,  G) <— —  m [sP n )  G)
(2. 3) /  H:
 ^ n - l , n  ^  ^ n - I , n
H^{SP^-,; G)
where and i^ are the homomorphisms induced by in-i,n and the inclusion
map : SP'^->SP^ respectively. It follows then from (1.5) that 4-i,w onto-
isomorphism. Write
{SP^; G) =  the Kernel of 
Then the above diagram and the cohomology exact sequence for (SP^ ,^ SP'^ yield 
the following :
Lemma (2. 4). G) is the image group of the homomorphism :
m [ S P , ,S P ' , )  G)-^H^{SP,,; G).
We shall prove
L em m a  (2. 5), Let I ^ m  ^ n ,  and consider the diagram:
H^{SP„; G) >H'!{SP„; G) 
Hi{SPr, G)
Then it  holds that on K^[SPi, G).
Proof, It follows from (2. 4) that our purpose is accomplished if we prove
w f  j f  ~  w f  j f^m,n^ l,nJl ^ l,mJl '
Further, by (I. 6), (2. I) and (I. 2), this is reduced to prove
m ,n ^ l ,n J I ^ l ,m J l  '
For this purpose, il is sufficient to prove that
(A) S  {c^C^(P ,  Pl; G)).
(n; I) " (m; I)
where S  {s = n or m) denotes the summation extended over all normal (s; l)~
(s; I)
arraies [i^ ,^ i ^ , ---- ,
Let W be any point of It is then obvious from the definitions that
is if the {n\ /)-array ---- , /z) is an (w; V)-
array, and is in F\ otherwise. Therefore, for each simplex # =  ----
in , we have that
..... =  .........................n{o)){A'>) or =O
according as the (n\ Z)-array ---- , ii) is an {m; /)-array or not. This proves
(A), and the proof of the lemma is complete.
Write for the homomorphism G) ->H^{SP^\ G) restricted
on &[SP^\  G). Then we have
PROPOSITION (2. 6). For any q>0, the homomorphisms
¥l^„ ; K^{SP„-, G) W{SP„; G) {I S m  ^ n )
yield an injective representation of W{SP^^\ G) as a direct sum^\ i.e. for each
a^H^{SPn) 'G), there exists a unique system of n elements {a^ y  ^[m=\,2,---- ,n) with
a„,^&{SP,„; G) satisfying a =  2  ??■«,„ («.»)•
m =\
Proof. This is trivial for n=\.  Assume, inductively, the validity for n —\. 
Consider the homomorphism
(SP„; G)-*HnSP„-,- G).
By the assumption of inducion, we have
(«) =  e '  («,„), {a .„ ^m sp„;  G)).
W -I
Put
n — l
Then we have by (2. 5)
n i^n) ~  ^n-l,n{^)~ 2  ^n-l,n^m,n (^m) 
m-=‘\
=  ( a j = 0 ,
m=l
and so a„ ^  K ’ {SP„; G). Since =  from (2. 2), it follows that
a =  a,,+ V  K , n M  =  S  < ,« (««)•
m —h W=I
n
Namely it was proved that a can be expressed as 2   ^ with a^n^K^{SP,y,] 
G ).
Next we shall prove the uniqueness of such a expression. Suppose that we
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6) See p. 8 in [4] for the definition of this terminology.
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have two expressions:
«= S K.
m —1
K ) =  S
m—l
where G). Then we have by (2. 2)
O = S  K,n  ( « » - 0
n-\
W=I
Apply this equation. Since a.yy—a^^K^[SPfyi] G), it follows from (2. 5)
that
n-l
By the assumption of induction, this implies that a^ ,^—a ^ = 0  [ m = \ ,  2 ,---- , n —l).
Therefore we have also This proves the uniqueness, and the proof of the
proposition is accomplished.
Owing to (2. 6), we can define a homomorphism
/X,,, : m  (SP„‘ G) ^  m  [SPn\ G) { q > 0 ,  m ^  n) 
as follows ; Let a^W[SP^y,\ G) be an element, and
a =  E  [a ie K ^ S P u  G)).
1-1
Then u.,„,„(«) is given by
It IS obvious that is a homomorphism. We shall now prove
T h e o r e m  (2.7). B  holds that iZ,n\^m,n =  identity isomorphism of 
H^(SP^\ G) for any q>0.
Proof. I t follows from the definition and (2. 5) that
-m
^m,n 2  ^m, n
=  2  {a,) 
/=1
=  a.
This proves the theorem.
As a trivial consequence of (2. 7), we have
C o r o l l a r y  (2. 8). 7'he homomorphism (SP,^; G)->jFZ'^(SP^j; G) is
onto, and the homomorphism : H^(SPf^; G)->H^{SPn, G) is isomorphic into.
Consider the cohomology exact sequence for [SP^n, SP'J). Then it follows 
from (2. 3) and (2. 8) that i ^ : H^(SP,,; G) -> H^(SP'^; G) is onto for each q. 
Therefore we obtain that : H^{SP„i, SP'^] G)->H^{SPm, G) is isomorphic into
for any q. Thus the following is concluded by (2. 4) and (2. 6).
T£[eorem  (2. 9). We have the direct sum relation :
m  (SP,: G) ^  S  (SP,„ SP'^I G) {q>0).
W=I
3. Reduced symm etric products
Let
P„(X) (resp. SP„{X)Y^ 
denote a finite CW-complex obtained from the complex P^(X) (resp. SP^(X)) by
shrinking the subcomplex P'^{X) (resp. SP'^{X)) to the point ----  ^ '^ )
(resp. {■5-w}={'5^ ---- W erefertoP^(Z) (resp. SP^(X)) as the n-foli reduced
cartesian (resp. symmetric) product of X.  It is obvious that the shrinking maps
p ; ) - ( p „ ,  K )),
T„: (SP„, SP’J ^ { S P „ ,  K »  
are relative homeomorphisms.^^ Therefore we have 
P roposition  (3. I). For any ^>0, it holds that
G )^ W {P , ,P '„ - ,  G),
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r t : m  {SP„; G) -  W  {SP„, SP',; G), 
where t'^  and r* are the homomorphisms induced by t  ^ and respectively.
By this and (2. 9), we can find at once the cohomology groups of the sym­
metric product from those of the reduced symmetric product. The latter will 
be studied in §§ 4 and 6. We make some preparations for the study in the 
remainder of this section.
For each the transformation a : P^-^P^ obviously determines a trans­
formation a : P^->P^ such that "a t^=tn oc. Therefore P^ may be regarded as a 
space on which acts. Consider a continuous map
^  SP,,
defined by
q>n k  =  'T'n
I t is then easily verified that SP^ is the orbit space 0(P^; 0^) whose identifica­
tion map is
Define a space (^)^^c: Pn (^) (^ ^  I) as follows : Fn{n>l)  consists of all
points {Xi, ---- ,X,,) such that %i=Xj for some i and j  [i^j) and Define
further a space
Fn [ x y ^ d P n  (X)
as the image of F^{X) by the map t,,. Then it follows easily that F^ is a sub­
complex of which is invariant under and consists of all points which are
7) For the definition, see p 266 in [4].
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fixed under some transformations (except the identity) of Therefore P^-F^  
is a locally compact space on which 0 ^^ acts without fixed points, (i.e. on which 
any transformation a 4= the identity (a G ©,,) admits no fixed point). Define a 
space
SFrXXY^ c: SP,{X)
as the image of Fn[X) by the map Then it is obvious that SP^^—SF^ is the 
orbit space 0{Pn—Fn, ^n) whose identification map is Thus it follows that
the space Pn-Fn  is a locally compact principal fiber space of structure group 
over the space SP^-SF^-  Therefore we can apply the Cartan-Leray theory 
[2, 3].®^  Before we state the result, we shall make some remarks.
Let H^[P^—F^\ G) (resp. H^{SP^—SFn', G)) denote the Cech cohomology group 
(with compact supports) of the locally compact space P ^ -F ^  (resp. SPn-SF^).  I t  
follows then from the well-known general property of cohomolog}/ that H^{P^— 
F^\ G) (resp. [SP^-SFnl G)) is canonically isomorphic with the relative 
cohomology group H^[Pn, Pn', G) (resp. H^{SPn, SFnl G)) of the cellular pair 
(P„, F„) (resp. (.SP., SK) .
Given and a^W(P^,  F^; G), define a{a)^H^[P^, F^, G) by
(3. 2) d{a) =  a*-i(a).
Then it follows that (Pn, Fn) G) is an ©^-group by this operation.
We shall utilize the usual notations (as is seen in [8]) with respect to the 
spectral sequence. Then the general theory of Cartan-Leray gives
P r o p o s it io n  (3. 3). There exists a cohomology spectral sequence {E^ in 
which the term is isomorphic with the cohomology group {Pr,, F^\ G))
of the group with coefficients in the ^^-group H^iP^, F^] G), and  ^is isomorphic 
with the graduated group F ) P , ^ associated with a certain filtration 
{s + t=p + q) of HP^^iSP^, SF^) G).
The cohomology groups of SP^ and of (5P,„ SF^  are related to each other by 
the exact sequence. This relation is explained to some extent by evaluating the 
cohomology groups of SFn- To do this, we define a space
SFl(Z) C S E , [XY^
for each integer ^^1 as follows : Write SF^J^X) { \ ^ t ^ n / 2 )  for a subset of 
SFn(X) which consists of all points X2,X2, • • •  ^ SP„{X),
and put SFl(X) ={-„} for t>n/2.  Then SFl(X) is defined as the image of SFl(X) 
by the map t „. I t is easily seen that SFl  subcomplexes of SP„, and satisfy 
a condition ;
(3. 4) . . . .  =) SFl+^ zd
We shall prove
8) See also A. B ore ’^ [l] .
Lemma (3. 5). For each t there is a relative homeomorphism
«1; (5P„ {..,})X SF„_«) ^  (SFi, SF*+‘)
with the following conventions : S P SFo=empty set.
Proof. Define a continuous map
roi : 5P ,xSP ,_ ,, ^  SFl
by
=  {a;i, a;i, ^2, ^2, . • . %t, %u Xv X-^X).
Then maps {SPlxSPn-2f)U {SPtXSP'^_^^) in Therefore co^  can
be regarded as a continuous map of {SPf, SP') X (SP,,_2#,SP^_2^) into {SF^, SF^ij 
SP'^), so that defines a continuous map
: SP,XSP._ 2^ -> SF^.
Since maps {-jj-J X ^ n - 2t and SPt X SF^_2f in can be
regarded as a continuous map of (SP ,^ {^t})X(SPn-2t, ^ n - 2t) into (SF^, SF^+ )^. 
Notice here that each point of SFJ^— can be represented uniquely as {Xi,
^i, ^2, ^2, ---- , ^t+2, ---- , ^n-t} with { ^ ^ i ^ n —t) and Xj^Xu (^+ IS i
< k ^ n —t). I t  follows then that is a one-to-one correspondence of SPfX 
SP^-2t—{{^h}><'SPn-zt)U{^tXSFn-:t) onto SF^-SF^+^ Thus is a relative 
homeomorphism. This completes the proof.
4. Sym metric products of homologically (r—l)-connected complexes
Assuming that X  is homologically (f—I)-connected {r'^2), we calculate in 
this section some integral cohomology groups of the symmetric product of X.
We have
P roposition  (4. I). I f  X  is homologically (r—l)-connected, F^ is homo­
logically {r-\-n—*S)-connected.
The proof needs some preparation, and hence will be given in the next 
section.
From this, we have
Lemma  (4. 2). Let X  he homologically [r—I)-connected, then the integral 
homology group Hq[P^, F^=O for q ^ r + n —2.
Proof. I t follows from (I. 3) and (3. I) by the Kxinneth formula that Hq{P^) 
=O for 0 < q ^ n r ~ l .  Therefore, if we consider the homology exact sequence for 
(Pn>Fn)> the lemma follows at once from (4. I).
We shall now prove
P ro po sitio n  (4. 3). Let X  he homologically {r~\)-connected, then the integral 
homology group Hg(SPn, SFnj=O for q ^ r+ n—2.
Proof. I t follows from (4. 2) by the universal coefficient theorem that 
th^ integral cohomology group H^[P^, F ^ —{) for q%r^-n—2, and F^)
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is free abelian. Therefore, if we consider the spectral sequence in (3. 3), we have 
that if q ^ r + n —2 then and hence Thus H^[SPn, SF^) =  =
D M - I= ---- ---  2)-M+i=0 for q ^ r + n —2. Further we have (SPn, SF^)==
J)Or+n-l^E^^r+n-l^j^O^,r+n-l^^O (0 ^^; JJr+n-l (P^, by the
well-known fact [2]. Therefore H^+^~^{SPn, SF^) is a subgroup of a free abelian 
group H''+^ ~^{Pn, Fn), so that H^+^-^(SP^,WFn) itself is free abelian. The pro­
position is now clear by the universal coefficient theorem.
We shall prove the following result with respect to the reduced symmetric 
product.
P r o p o s it io n  (4. 4 ). Let X  be homologically {r—I)-connected (f ^ 2 ) ,  then it 
holds that H^(SPn)=O for and n'^2.
First we give a
Proof of (4. 4) for n=2. Since SFg is obviously homeomorphic with Fa and 
hence with X,  it follows that Hq[SFc^=0 for 0 < q ^ r —l. On the other hand, it 
follows from (4. 3) that Hq(SP2> SFg) =O for q^r.  Therefore it is concluded by 
the homology exact sequence for (SP2> SFa) that for 0 < q ^ r —l. This
implies that TJ (^SPg) =O  for 0 < ^ ^ r—I. Thus it remains to prove i7^(SPa) =O  
for q==r and f + 1.
Since r^2 ,  it follows that Hq[P^= O if 0 < ^ ^ r + l .  Hence H^(Pg) =  O for O 
< q ^ r + \ .  This implies
(A) The coboundary homomorphism S* \ ! ! ' { F F is isomorphic 
onto.
Let ocG^ a^, then the transformation a is the identity on Fg. Therefore the 
homomorphism a* : H^{F^->H’'{F^ is the identity isomorphism. This, together 
with (A) and (3. 2), proves that ©a operates on F ^  trivially. Thus, by
some usual arguments in spectral sequence [8], it follows that the homomorphism 
-He ; 7J^+i(5P 2, SF2)~>H’''+ (^/^2, Fa) can be written as follows :
: i7-+i(SPa, SFa) =
=  Fa)) =  Fa).
However, as was seen in the proof of (4. 3), =  £^^^+^=£'2’^+^ Therefore
we obtain
(B) : £T^+i(SPa; SFa) Fa) is an onto-isomorphism.
Consider the commutative diagram
H--(SFa) > H'+^SP^, SF2) 
8*  -  
H'{F,)  ^  ^^ 2)
Since qj gives a homeomorphism of F^ onto SFa, the left is isomorphic onto.
Therefore it follows from (A) and (B) that the upper is also isomorphic onto.
By considering the exact sequence for [ S P ' S F we have
(C) The homomorphism : ^''(SPa. SF2) H''{SP 2) is onto, and the homo­
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morphism (SP2) (SFg) is isomorphic into.
Since it follows from (4. 3) that /!"'(SPa^SFg)=O, we have H'"'(SP2) =O by (C). 
Consider the commutative diagram
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F ^ + i(S F
Then the upper is isomorphic into by (C), and the right is obviously 
isomorphic onto. Therefore is isomorphic into. On the other hand, ^''+^(Pg) 
=O as was seen above. Hence is trivial. Thus we must Iiave
//''+^(SP2) =0. This completes the proof of (4.4) for n=2.
Proof of (4. 4). We proceed by induction on n. Assume the validity of (4. 4) 
for n=2, 3, • • p —l, and we shall prove (4. 4) for n=p.
Consider the sequence
6 p : W(SPp) ^  — > ••••,
which terminates in or according as p  is even or odd,
where { 0 ^ i ^ p / 2 ~ l )  denotes the homomorphism induced by the inclusion 
(3. 4). Then we assert
(D) Sp is isomorphic into for  ^^  Min {r+p—2, 2 r+ l).
For the proof, it is sufficient to show that SFp) and H"^{SFp, SF^+ )^
(I ^ t ^ p / 2 —\) are trivial for Min [r^p — 2, 2r+\). This is obvious by (4. 3) 
as for H^(SPp,^p).  To prove the result for H"^(SFp, SF^+^), consider the homology 
group Hq(SFp, SF^+^). It follows then from (3. 5) by the excision property of 
homology that 7J^(SF^, SF^+ )^ is isomorphic with Hg{(SPf, {'i^t})x(SPp^2t> SF^-g/)). 
Therefore it follows from (4. 3) and the assumption of induction by the Kiinneth 
formula that Hq(SFp, SF^+^) / 2—1) is trivial for q^2r~2t-\-p~ \ and
HqiSFpy SF^) is trivial for q^2r+ p—A. Hence the cohomology group ffi(SFp,
5pH-i)=0 for q ^  Min Min {2r—2t+p—l,2r-i-p—4)= Min {2r+l,2r-i-p—4). Since 
^ 2 < t ^ p / 2 - l  
r+ p-2^2r - i -p—4 we have the desired result. Thus we obtain (D).
x\s for the range of &p, we have
(E) W(SF^/^)=0 for q^y + 1 [p : even); for q ^2r+ l  if p>3,  
and for q^2r—l if p ^ 3  {p : odd).
In fact, it follows from (3. 5) that H^(SF^^^) and ^T^(SFjf are isomorphic 
with H^(SPpza) and H^{(SP{p^r)f2>{^ {p-i)!2})x{X, ^)) respectively. Therefore(E) 
follows easily from (4. 3) and the assumption of induction, by the same argu­
ments as in the proof of (D).
As a direct consequence of (D) and (E), we have (4. 4) for n=p.  This 
completes the proof of (4. 4).
In the above proof, we have proved simultaneouly the following : (See (D) 
and (E))
P roposition (4. 5). Let X  he homologically [r~\)-connected. (/^^2). (i) I f  
n is odd then for Min (r-}-n—2,2r-j-l). (ii) I f  n is even, the homo­
morphism : H^(SPn) H'\SPn 2) is isomorphic into for Min {r+n
- 2 ,  2 r + l ) .
We shall prove
Theorem (4. 6). Let X  he homologically (r—I)-connected (r^2) ,  and n=2^n', 
where ^^0 and n' is odd. Then the homomorphism • H^{SP^)’-^H'^[SPn-^ is
isomorphic onto for q^r-\-\ i f  n'=\ ,  and for q-^ Min [r+n'—l, 2r-\-l) i f  ^ ' > 1 .  
Proof. By (2 . 4), (2 . 8) and (3. I), it is sufficient for this purpose to prove
that
(F) i?n S P « )= 0  \ior q ^ r +I U n ' =  I .
(for Min {r+n'—2, 2r-\-l) if n'>l .
If n'=l,  (F) is obvious from (4.4). Let n '>\ .  Then it follows from (ii) of (4.
5) that ^An'---- H'^(SPn)-^H^(SPn') is isomorphic into for q ^  Min {r+2n'
—2, 2r+ l), and that H^{SPn')= O for Min (f+ ^ '—2, 2r+ 1). This proves (F) 
for n'>\ .  Thus we have proved the theorem.
Especially we have
C o ro lla ry  (4. 7). Let X  he homologically {r-V)-connected (f^2). Then, for 
any n ^ l ,  SP,, is homologically [r~\)-connected^'^ and it holds that 
ti*„: H^{SP„) m{X) for q = r , r + \ .
5. Homology of FJ^X) ----  Proof of (4. I)
Before we proceed to the proof of (4. I), we make some algebraic prepara­
tions.
Let
n[n]
cons’st of all partitions'®^ u, v , ----  of the set [n] of the integers 1 , 2, ---- , n.
Define in U[n] a partial order > as follows : If u is a refinement of v, then u ^v .  
With this order, n[n] is a lattice.
If integers i , j^[n]  are contained in the same subclass of a partition u^II[n], 
we shall write i = j  [u). The following result on the meet u(\v oi two partitions
u, v^U[n] will be obvious : i=  j  {u[]v) if and only if there is either k^[n] such 
that i ~ k  [u) and k ^ j  (v), or l^[n] such that i ^ l  (v) and I =  j  (u).
Let t/i, U2, — ,UiJ be the disjoint subclasses into which a partition u di­
vides [n]. Then h is called the height of u, and is denoted by h{u). Obviously, 
U with h{u) = l is the minimal element of II[n], and u with h{u)==n is the maximal 
element of II[n].
Given a partition u U^ , • • • , Uh}^n[n], define Su^H[n-\-l] by
9) s. D. Liao gives in [6] a proof of that if X  is (?'-l)-connected  then so is 5P,^.
10) B y a partition of a set M, we mean a division of M into non-overlapping sub­
classes,
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where denotes the set of the single element This yields a
correspondence
5 : i 7 W +
The following is immediate.
Lemma (5. I). S (^n^) = h[Su) = h[u)-^\. I f  u^v ,  then Su^Sv.  
Let a^[n] be any integer. Then we define a correspondence
^S: n[n]->n[n-^l]
as follows : Let u = { U ---- , U^y^Hin], and denote the subclass con­
taining a. Then is given by
^Su =  {U,, . . . ..... , C7J,
where U\[a) denotes the union of the sets U^ {a) and {n + 1}. Immediately we 
have
L emma (5. 2). ‘^ S[in^v)=^Su{^^Sv. h{^Su)=h[u). I / then ^Su^^Sv. 
Each sequence
0 =  - - - ,u i )
of elements {i=l,2,---- ,1) of JI[n] is called the sequence inH[n]. If
Ui are mutually distinct, the sequence § is said to be proper. Let 1^2, and § 
=  (#1, U^ ,  ^ , Ui) a proper sequence in TI[n]. Then we define, for each i 
a new proper sequence Did) in U[n] as follows :
Di0:= {u^nui,u,,riui, 
with a convention : % n is omitted whenever Uj f^]Ui = Uj(]Ui for some y<^.
A sequence 0 =  [u^,u<^,----with h(u-  ^ =  h[u^  ^ -------------- ---  h[ui) is said to be
homogeneous. By the height h\0) of a homogeneous sequence 0 is meant the 
height of each element of 0.
By making use of Di, we define now the terminology 'regular sequence' 
recursively as follows : Every (proper, homogeneous) sequence of a single element 
is regular. Especially a proper sequence of height I is regular. From here 
proceed by induction, and assume that it has been defined that a proper homo­
geneous sequence of height h—l is regular. Let (Z) be a proper homogeneous 
sequence of height h. Then 0 is said to be regular if each Di 0 is a homo­
geneous sequence of height h ~ l  and is regular.
Since the meet of two distinct partitions of height 2 is always the minimal 
element, we have obviously
Lemma (5. 3). Every proper homogeneous sequence of height 2 is regular. 
R em ark . As is easily seen, a proper homogeneous sequence of height 3 is 
not necessarily regular.
Given a proper homogeneous sequence W = {u-^,u^,---- ,Ui) in U[n], define
sequences S0  and ^S0 as follows :
S0  =  [Su^, Su^,---- ,Sui),
(^S0 = C^ Sui, ^Su2,---- , ^Sui).
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Then it follows at once from (5. I) and (5. 2) that both S0  and are proper 
homogeneous sequence in and h(S0)=h{0) + l, h(^S0)=h{0). We shall
prove
L emma (5. 4). I f  0 is regular, so are S§ and ^Sd).
Proof. The proof is done by induction on the height h oi d). I i  h = l, the 
lemma is clear. Assume, inductively, that the lemma has been proved for every
regular sequence of h e i g h t 1 , and let ----be a regular sequence
of height h. We may assume 1^2. Then it follows from the definition that 
each (Z) (2^^*^/) is a regular sequence of height h—l. Therefore, by the 
assumption of induction, SDi<!) (resp. ^SD^ (D) is the regular sequence of height 
h (resp. h—l). However it follows from (5. I) that
SDtQ) =  (S(MinM,-), S(MaflMi),---- , S(Mf_inWj))
=  (5^1 n Sui, Su^ n Sui, • • • •, n sui)
= DiS0,
and similarly from (5. 2) that
^SDi0 =  Di ^S0.
Thus each DiS^  (resp. Di^S0) is the regular sequence of height h (resp. h—l), 
so that Sw (resp. ^S0) is regular by the definition. This completes the proof. 
Let
^(s, i) = ( t -2)( t~l) /2  + s.
Then it is easily seen that, for a given integer ’^> 0, there is a unique system 
{s,t) of integers such that ^{s,t)=i and Define a partition w'*l^TI[n]
{i=\,2,---- ,^{n—l,n) and n'^2) as follows:
(5. 5) Wl = {{I}, . . . . ,  {s-1}, {5, {.s + 1}, . . . . ,  { t - l } ,  {t+iy,  . . . . ,  {n}}, 
where i=^{s,t) and s<t. Then h{w^)=n—I. Conversely, it is obvious that every 
u^n[n]  of height n—1 has such a form. As a direct consequence of the defini­
tions, we have
Lemma (5. 6). Let l S s < t ^ n  and a ^ n ,  then
^P{a,n+1)—
Define a sequence Q[n] by putting 
(5. 7) Q[n] ^  « ,
Then () [n] is both proper and homogeneous, and h [Q[n'^^  = n ~ \ .  W eshall 
prove
Lemma (5. 8). Q[n] is regular.
Proof. The proof is done by induction on n. The lemma for ^= 2  is trivial. 
Assuming the validity of (5. 8) for n=k, we shall prove that Q[k^\] is regular. 
For this purpose, it is sufficient to prove that
DiQ[k-^l]==
{2^i^^{k,k-^\) )  is a regular sequence of height k ~ l .  Let i=^(s, t), where s<t.
11) i8(l, 2) =  1, y3(l,3) =  2, iS(2, 3)=:3, )8(],4) =  4. iS(2, 4) =  5, i8(3, 4 )= 6 , . . . . .
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Case I :
I t  follows from (5. 6) that =Sw^  for any j ^ i .  Therefore we have by 
(5.1)
D,Q[k+i]= [Sw^ n sw\  n Sw^ ,^ — , Sw\_^ n sw^)
=  { S {w \ r \w ^ ) ,
== SD,Q [k].
Since Q[k] is regular by the assumption of induction, each D^Q[k] is a regular 
sequence of height k—2. Therefore it follows from (5. 4) that Di Q[k^\] =  SDi Q[k] 
is a regular sequence of height k—\.
Case II : t = A; + 1.
If y<^ + l andy<5, then
Therefore it follows from the definition of that 
DiQ [*+1]
Further it follows from (5. 6) that
DiQ [k + \] = {^Sw\, ^Swl, ■■■■, J))
By the assumption of induction, Q[k] is a regular sequence of height k —\. 
Therefore we obtain by (5. 4) that D [k^l ]  = ^SQ[k] is a regular sequence of 
height k —l. This completes the proof.
We return here to a topological consideration. We retain the usage of the 
notations in the above sections.
Given u^n[n],  define a subset M[u)czPn{X) by putting
M{u) =  = if i  =  j {u)] ,
and write
M[u)
for the image of M[u) by 4- I t is easily verified that M(w) is a subcomplex of
P^(Z). Let u=={U^, U2, ----, Uk}, and let Ij denote the least integer in
Uj. Without loss of generality, we may assume that ----< 4 .
Define a continuous map
P : M{u)->P},
by
P ( 1^, ^2, • • • •. =  { i^v 
Obviously is a homeomorphism of M{u) onto P^, and p maps M{u)r\P'n oi t^o 
P^. Therefore/?: M(^) is a relative homeomorphism, and
hence so is the map ~p : [M[u), [^ h)) defined by p. This, together with
(I. 3) and (3. I), implies
Lemma (5. 9). Let X  he homologically [r—I)-connected, and Then
M(u) is homologically [hr—I)-connected, where h=h{u).
As a direct consequence of the definition, we have
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Lemma (5. 10). For any u, v^H[n], it holds that M(uC\v) = M{u)P[M{v). 
where fi the right stands for the intersection of the sets.
Extend the definition of M  to every sequence Q == (u ,^ ----Ui) in 7T[#] by
setting
M{§) = M(^i) U M[u^) U ----U M{ui),
where U denotes the union of the sets. Using the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of 
homology groups [4], we shall prove the following :
Lemma (5. 11). Let X  he homologically (r-\)-connected, and Q) a regular 
sequence in TI[n]. Then M[0) is homologically [r-\-h—2)-connected, where h=h[0).
Proof. We shall give the proof by induction on h. The lemma is clear from 
(5. 9) if A==I. Assume the the validity of (5. 11) for every regular sequence of
height h—\, and let 0 ^{u^,U2, ---- , %) be a regular sequence of height h.
Case 1: 1=1.
I t follows from (5. 10) that M{0)=M(Uj) is homologically l)-connected. 
Since hr—l'^ r+h—2, M(§) is homologically ( /+/2—2)-connected.
Case I :  / ^ 2.
By the definition, each ~  ---- is a regular
sequence of height h ~ l .  Therefore, by the assumption of induction, we have
(A) M{DiQ)[2^i^l) is ( f 3)-connected.
Let Qi [ l ^ i ^ l )  denote the subsequence ---- , %) of 0. Then we have
M {0i-i)\jM{Ui) = M [§i),
=  (M (Mj)U •••• LlM [Ui)
=  (M (Mi)nM(Mi))u----u(M (Mi-i)nM [Ui))
=  M (MiriMi)U •••• UM K-iflM t) (by (5.11))
=  M iPi (D).
Therefore the (integral coefficient) homology Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence for 
M(Ui)) becomes as follows;!^’
------- .H j  (M(Ui)) H, [Mi^i)) {M[Di (9))-> • • • ■.
I t  follows from (A) that (Z)^ (Z))) =  O for q^r - \ -h~2 ,  and from (5. 9) that
for q ^ h r ~ \ .  Therefore if q ^ r ^ h —2, then the homomorphism :
Hq(M{0i)) is onto. This holds for  ^=  I, 2 , ----J —l, and 0i = 0,
0^=(^Uj). Therefore we have that ----</>1 • H q [ M q ( M [0)) is onto.
As was shown in Case I, Hq{M[u-^)=(d. for q^r+h~2 .  This implies that Hq{M 
(^2)))=0 for q^r+h~2.  Namely we conclude the proof.
We are now in a position to prove the proposition (4. I).
Proof of (4. I). Consider the partition defined in (5. 5). Then it is ob­
vious that M{w^) is a subset of F,,(Z) and Fr,=M(w^) \jM{w^) U- - U M . 
Therefore, for the sequence Q[n] defined in (5. 7), we have M((^[^ ]) As was
12) W e take the reduced homology groups for dim ension 0.
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HP{SP,{S'))>
proved in (5. 8), Q[n] is a regular sequence of height n—l. Thus (4. I) follows 
directly from (5. 11).
6. Sym metric products of spheres
Take an f-sphere as X  and let ^= 2 or 3. By applying the method stated 
in § 3 to such a case, we shall in this section give another proof of some of 
the results which we have had in Throughout this section, we assume
that f^ 2 .
T h e o r e m  (6 . I ) .  Let p<2r, then
iZ. for  p ^ r ^ - 2 k ^ l  (^=1, 2, • •.
O for other p.
Proof. I t  is obvious that Fg is an r-sphere and Pg is a 2f-sphere. Therefore 
the cohomology exact sequence for [P^ y yields the following :
Z  for q = r- ^ l ,
O for ^ < f + l  and r + l < ^ < 2 / .
As was seen in the proof of (4. 4), ©g operates on trivially. There­
fore, in the Cartan-Leray spectral sequence (3. 3), we have that
=  0 for q<f+l  and r+l<q<2r,
where @2 operates on Z  trivially. It is known [3] that
(Z if
{^ 2) Z) if P is even>0,
(0 otherwise.
We can thus prove by some usual arguments in spectral sequence that 
m(SP^,  5F 2) =  == (p<2r),
so that
CZ H p =  r+1,
H^(5P2, i ip -= r + 2 k + l  0, I, 2, .. •
(0 otherwise
for p<2r. Since SFo is an r-sphere, the cohomology exact sequence for [SP^, 
SF 2) gives that
HP(SP2 ,W2)^H^SP2)  
for 0<p<r  and r+l<p<2r.  This proves the results for p=^r, r + 1. Since it 
follows from (4. 4) that JJ^(SPa)=O for p^r- \ - l ,  the proof of the theorem com­
pletes.
Since we have by (2. 9), (3. I) and (6. I) the following:
Co r o l l a r y  (6. 2 ) . Let p<2r, then
13) More results than in the present paper are obtained in [7], but it  is impossible 
for us to prove all of them  by the present method.
14) W e shall write Z and Zp respectively for the group of integers and the group of 
integers mod p.
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(Z i f  P = r, 
m  [SP^ {S')) ^  I i f p  = r+2k+\ {k= 1,2, . . . . ) ,
(o otherwise.
We shall next consider the 3-fold symmetric product of For this purpose, 
we shall first study the homology group of Fg(5^).
As was seen in the proof (4. I), we have
Fg (S') = M { w \ )  u M{wl) U M{wl).
(See § 5.) For the sake of the brevity, we write
F = F,[S^), Ni = M{w^) {i =  I, 2, 3).
Let O denote the minimal element in the lattice 77L3], then we write also
D = M(O).
Then Ni  is a 2f-sphere, and D is an r-sphere.
We shall prove 
Lemma (6. 3).
iZ+Z for q = r-^l,
,0 for 0<q<r-\-\ and r-\-l<q<2r.
Proof. Consider the homology Mayer-Vietoris sequence for {N^{}N^', N^, N^ .  
Since N^{]N^ = D, we have then the following exact sequence
-------> H , [ D ) - ^  H,{N,) +H,{N,) H,(N,  U N,) H,^,{D) .
This proves that
Hg{N^\jN^) = O for 0<^<r-|-l and r+l<q<2r,
(A) _ _ _ _ _
J  : Hr+^  {N,[jN,) ^  Hr (D) Z).
Consider next the homology Mayer-Vietoris sequence for (iVjDN^UN^] iVi,A/'aUN^)- 
Since N^[j {N.^\JN^)=F and Nj^f]{N2 [jN^)=D, we have then the following exact 
sequence
-------> H,{D) H,{N,) +H,(N, U N,) ^  H,{F) H,^,{D)
This, together with (A), proves that
Hq(F)=O  for 0 < ^ < r + l  and r+l<q<2r,  
and that the sequence
(B) O Hr+1 [NMN,) Hr+^{F) H, (D) ^  O
is exact, and hence H^+i(F)«^Z+Z. Thus we complete the proof of (6. 3).
R emark . By using of the method similar as in the proof of (4. I) stated in 
§ 5, we can prove the foUwing:
Hq(Fri(S'^))=0 for 0<q<r-^n—2 and r-\-n—2<q<2f^+n—3; Hr+n-2{F(S'')) is a 
finitely generated free abelian group.
Let (i,j, k) be any permutation of (I, 2, 3), and consider the diagram :
15) We use the same notations as in p. 39 of [4].
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H, (D) ^  D) U N^.N^)
^  Hr-,,{NiUNj) H,+x(F),
where Bi is the boundary homomorphism, and are the homomor­
phisms induced by the inclusion maps. Then Bi, Iij  ^ and are onto-isomor- 
phisms. Write
<7,-J =  OTyi ar'.
Then we can prove the following by some usual arguments in homology theory
[4].
Lemma (6.4). cr,-^=—cr^ .^
Let s^^Hy[D) denote a generator, and write
=  O-ii (S^)Gffr+! (F3 (S'-)) ( i < j ) .
Then we have
Lemma (6 . 5). Hr+x[F^{S^)) is generated by e^  and e^ .
Proof. Recall the definitions of A and in the Mayer-Vietoris sequence [4]. 
Then it follows that the isomorphism A in (A) can be written explicitely as
^ 2  ^ 2 3 *  ^ 2 3 :H >
so that the image of ^  in (B) is generated by
( ^ 2  ^ 2 3 *  “  ^ 2 3  ~
Therefore if we can show that
Jcr^ g =  the identity isomorphism of [D) 
for the homomorphism A in (B), the proof is complete. This is proved as follows. 
Consider the commutative diagram
_  _  V -  -  -
(JVi U iV, U N,) ( f  ,iV, U Ni)
^ 1 3 H s \  _
{N„D)
Bi
HAD)
where a^ j., and are the homomorphisms induced by the inclusion maps. Then 
is an onto-isomorphism, and the homomorphism A in (B) can be written 
explicitely as
Bi
Therefore we have
A  CTJ^g =  ( 3 j ^  a j j . '  ^ ^ )  {n2:^  ^ is h :  ' )
== In^ ar^ (by =  r^icWig^ )
=  the identity (by =  a^).
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Thus we complete the proof.
Let S  and T  denote the elements of ©3 defined as follows :
~  U  I 3> ^ - { 2 3 1  /
Then both S and T  are the identit}^ on B,  and
S { N , ) = N „  S(N^) =  N,,  5 ( ^ 3) =  5 ,
T { N , ) = N „  T{N,) =  N„ T { N , ) = N , .
Therefore, by using of some commutative diagrams, we can easily assert that 
5:ii<5‘i2 — <^13j 5jjjCT 13 =  CT3^2, 5j^ <^ S3 “  G^2,
=  *^<^ 13 =  ^21, T 2  ^=  CT
This, together with (6.4), implies that
(6,6) S^{e) =  &2, =  S^(^i) = - ^ 1,
T^[e^ =  — ^ 3' ^*(^1) “  ^2*
We shall prove
Lem m a (6 . I ) .  ^ 3 = —^1+^2-
Proof. I t follows from (6 . 3) and (6. 5) that can be represented as 
e, =  P  e  ^+  qe^ ( p , q :  integers).
Then we have by (6 . 6) that
1^ =  7^^  ( 3^) =  {p 62) =  P ^2 q 
=  - p ^ 2- q { p e i  +  qe.z) = - pqe i - { p -hq^)  e..
This impies that
P q = - I  a n d ^  + g^  =  0, 
so that P = - I  and q==l. Thus we have (6. 7).
From (6.6) and (6.7), we obtain
Lem m a (6 . 8). S:j,(^i) = —^1, S:j-(^2) = —^1+^ 2. 
T  = 6-1 ^2*
We shall here pass to the cohomology. It follows from (6 . 3) that 
> jZ + Z  i o r q  =  r-\-l,
I 3( / (0 for 0< g < f4-l and f + l< ^ < 2f.
Since H^[Pz[S^ ) ) = 0  for 0 < q < 3 r  it follows that
a : (F3 (SO) -  (P3 (50 , F3 (SO) 
for 0< ^< 3r—I. Denote by ^f, ^ff''+^(F3(S0 )=Hom (H^ .+ ! (Fg(SO), Z) the dual 
of and respectively, and write
== S [P,  (SO, F3 (SO) [i =  1,2).
Then the following is obvious from the above consideration.
P r o p o s it io n  (6 . 9).
Further Fg(SO) generated hy and Ca-
By (6 . 8) and the naturality of we can assert easily that 
S*(q) — ^1- 6:2, 5*(C2) =  ^^2,
F*(^l) =  <^2, ^*(^2) “  ^2-
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Therefore the definition (3. 2) gives
P r o p o s i t io n  (6 . 10). The group © 3  operates on F as follows :
5 ( 1^) =  — ^2, 5 (^2) =  ^2>
T ( C i ) = - C i - C a ,  T ( C a ) = = C j .
We shall prove
T h e o r e m  (6 . 1 1 ). Let p ^ l r —\, then
Proof. By making use of the theorem I of Chap III in [5], or of the proje­
ctive resolution for ©3 given in § 7, we can compute the cohomology groups of 
©3 with coefficients in the 03-group H^ + (^P [^S )^, Fs{S^)) described in (6. 10). This 
computation is straightforward, and is left to the reader. The result is as follows :
Consider the Cartan-Leray spectral sequence (3. 3), then it follows from (6. 9) 
and the fact just stated that
=  O for q < r + 2  and f + 2 < ^ ^ 2 f ,
^^,.+2  ^  1^3 for ^  =  4 k +  S =  0,1, 2, . . . . ) ,
 ^ to for other p.
Thus, by some usual arguments in spectral sequence, we can prove that if p < 2 r  
then
m  (SP, (5 0 , S F 3 (5 0 ) =  =  ^ | - ^ - 2,.+2
fZg for p  =  r+4tk-{-l  (  ^=  1, 2 , . . . . ) ,
(0 for other p,
Since it follows from (3. 5) that H^(SFA^"'))=0 for 0 < p < 2 r ,  the exact sequence 
for (5^ 3(5 0 , 5F3(50) yields that
HP (5P 3 (50, 5F 3 (50) ^  HP (5P 3 (50) for p < 2 r .
This, together with the above fact, proves the theorem.
As a direct consequence of (2.9), (3. I), (6. I) and (6. 11), we have 
C o r o l l a r y  (6 . 12). Let p < 2 r ,  then 
' Z for P =  r,
H PiSP Z , f o r p ^ r + A k  +  l (A =  I, 2, • • • •),
 ^ '*( ) ) ~  Z, for p  =  r+ A k  +  3 (  ^=  0, I, • • • •),
,0 for other p.
we shall finally prove 
T h e o r e m  (6 . 13). It  holds that
j jy + 2  {SPn (50) =  O for  f ^  3 and n ' ^ l .
Proof. Note first t^at
j/-f+2 (5>) =  O for f ^  3 and n =  2 or odd.
In fact, this is trivial for n =  l, and follows from (6. I) for n =  2, from (6. 11) 
for n = 3  and from (i) of (4. 5) for odd n'^5. Recall next (ii) of {4. 5). Then it
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follows from the above fact inductively that
[SPn (50) =  O for f ^  3 and W ^  I.
This, together with (2 . 9), yields the theorem.
7. Miscellany
I. Projective resolution for the group @3.
For each integer construct an ©g-free abelian group Kq having as an 
©3-basis a set of q-\-\ abstract elements ---- , ?^,o- Define a homomor­
phism a : Kq->Kq-i by
d{e,ij) =  (1 +  T+T^) (l + (_l)*-+iS)
9 (^2i+l,j) =  (I ( TS)
where 5 ,re© 3  are the elements defined in § 6. Then the verification that 39=0 
is straightforward. Therefore we have an 03-compIex K  — {Kq, d}  which is ©3- 
free. Further we can easily prove that K  is acyclic, by using the following con­
tracting homotopy h : Let ^=O, I, 2, and /=0, I, 2, 3 , then 
h{T^ei^j) = 0 if y>0,
CO U k  =  0,
= | - « 2 ,+  i,o if I,
[-(l+ r)(;2 i+ i,o  if  ^ =  2,
7 , ^ .  X (0 ifyfe =  0,i,
h{T  eai+i.u) -  ] if * -  2c^ a^ +2,0 ^
h (T^S =  { - l ) W 2 M + i  if j? > 0 ,
h  =  ( - i ) [ V 2 ] + i r ^ + i - ( - i ) '  C M , ^
+  ( _ l ) f ( « + i ) / 2] k  ( r ^ + i - ( - D *  e,i+ i.o), 
where [m] stands for the greatest integer ^  m. Thus i? is a projective resolu­
tion for @3.
II. We have seen in (3. 3) that there is the spectral sequence relating (P„{X),  
Ffi(X)) to (SPn(X), Wn(X)).
The same holds between (P^(X),Fn(X)) and (SPn(X),SFn(X)).  Namely we 
can assert the following : There exists a cohomology spectral sequence (Er) in 
which the term Ep^  is isomorphic with (Pn(X), Fn(X)', G)), and E^^  is
isomorphic with the graduated group associated with +^(SP^(X), SF^(X); G), 
appropriately filtered. By using this spectral sequence, we can prove that if 
p<2r  then
HP {SP,  (50, 5^3(50; 2)  ^  HP-^-^ (©3; Z), 
where ©3 operates on Z  trivially. From this, we can also obtain (6. 12).
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125頁 下 段 0 行目を下記の如く訂正下さい.^
/3 ^ n , i2. ■ • • :i,n =  ■ • • ■. V(,„) (/3e©,„),
we have
■ ^ S d ) ,  V ( 2 ) ,  ■ • • =  ' ^ ‘^ - * 2 ’ ■ ■ =  V /’f i , i 2 ,  •■ • .«m  W
